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Supernovae

1984 1987

SN 1987A

! sudden emergence of bright point source  

! stellar death



Supernovae

type Ia

MS or RG WD

Mass transfer

MWD → Mch

WD WD
WD-WD merger

MWD,1+MWD,2 > Mch

! sudden emergence of bright point source  

! stellar death

! classifications based on spectra and light curves: Ia,Ib,Ic, II-P, 
II-L, IIn 

! classifications based on progenitors: thermonuclear 
explosions of WDs, gravitational collapse of massive stars
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! my main focus in today’s talk

Supernovae
! sudden emergence of bright point source  

! stellar death

! classifications based on spectra and light curves: Ia,Ib,Ic, II-P, 
II-L, IIn 

! classifications based on progenitors: thermonuclear 
explosions of WDs, gravitational collapse of massive stars



Core-collapse supernova
! gravitational collapse of the iron 

core having grown in a massive 
star 

! core bounce,neutronization

! blast wave propagation 
powered by neutrino emission 
from proto-neutron star

! shock emergence from the 
surface 

! expanding ejecta
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➡ UV/X-ray flash associated with the birth of an SN explosion 

➡ It occurs when the strong shock having been generated at 
the iron core emerges from the stellar surface 

➡ We can observe the SN through EM only after shock 
breakout

Stellar surface

Shock front

photon path

Before shock breakout

Shock front

photon path

After shock breakout
Stellar surface

Core Core

photon diffusion velocity Vdiff=c/τ 

shock velocity Vs 

breakout condition c/τ>Vs 

temperature Tbr~106[K]~0.1[keV]

SN shock breakout



Core-collapse supernova
! Traditionally, optical 

observations probe the ejecta 
dynamics, amount of 
synthesized radioactive 
56Ni(energy source), abundance, 
etc

6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

central density reaches a critical value. The core of a massive star is thought to be composed of
56Fe. When the density and the temperature of the core become high enough, 56Fe is disintegrated

by absorbing photons, for example,

56Fe + � $ 134He + 4n. (1.14)

This process is known as photo-disintegration. In Figure 1.1, the green curve represents the

temperature at which the half of the total number of 56Fe is converted to 4He via the above

reaction as a function of the density. The temperature is calculated by assuming nuclear statistical

equilibrium. When the temperature of the stellar core exceeds this value, photo-disintegration of
56Fe triggers the collapse of the core. Such stars end their lives as core-collapse supernovae.

1.4 Collapse of massive stars

1.4.1 Core-collapse supernovae

Fe

Core collapse

Core bounce

Shock propagation

Shock breakout

⁵⁶Fe+γ→13⁴He+4n
⁴He+γ→2p+2n
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Figure 1.3: Schematic views of the core-collapse

supernova explosion.

As I have reviewed in the previous section, the

final evolutionary phase of a massive star is the

explosion triggered by the collapse of the iron

core, i.e., a core-collapse supernova. Observa-

tionally, a supernova is recognized as an instan-

taneous emergence of a bright point source on

the celestial sphere. Occasionally, the luminos-

ity of the point source in optical bands becomes

as bright as that of the host galaxy. The gen-

eral picture of the mechanism of the explosion,

which is outlined in the following and schemat-

ically depicted in Figure 1.3, is now widely

known.

The core of a massive star with the main-

sequence mass heavier than 8-10M�, which is

supposed to end its life as a core-collapse su-

pernova, is composed of 56Fe.

(1) A core-collapse supernova explosion is

initiated by the gravitational collapse of the

iron core of its progenitor star. The col-

lapse starts due to photo-disintegration of 56Fe.

Since the process is an endothermic reaction, the pressure of the core having sustained the core

decreases, which leads to the collapse.

light curves 
spectra 
polarimetry

explosion energy 
ejecta mass 
chemical composition 
explosion geometry

Early emission: we need to detect 

EM signals that we do not know 

where and when they are emitted 



Blinnikov+(2000)

➡ most famous SNe @ magellanic 
cloud 

➡ type II-peculiar (under-luminous 
event) 

➡ decay phase of the breakout 
emission could be detected. 

➡ recombination lines from ions 
with high ionization potentials: 
gas photoionized by breakout 
emission(UV flash)

SN 1987A



narrow emission line from CSM around SN 1987A 
Lundqvist&Fransson(1996)
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Soderberg+(2008)

➡ SN Ib @NGC2770 D=27Mpc 

➡ On Jan 9, 2008, Swift satellite 
serendipitously observed an X-ray 
flash associated with the birth of the 
SN 

➡ Lx~ a few×1043 erg/s, duration~ 
200-300 sec, Ex~1046 erg 

➡ The origin of the X-ray emission is still 
unclear (breakout from a dense CSM?)

XRF 080109/SN 2008D



SNLS-04D2DC
➡ Supernova Legacy Survey  

➡ coincidence in time and position of an UV flash and a SN (@z=0.1854): 

GALEX satellite archival data

Schawinski+(2008)



KSN 2011a
! Kepler space telescope 30min (1800s) 

cadence observations

! They identified several SN candidates 

! KSN 2011a initially showed a bump 

superposed on the theoretical LC

Garnavich+(2016)

2 Garnavich et al.

Fig. 1.— The Kepler light curves of KSN 2011a (top) and
KSN 2011d (bottom). The blue points are magnitudes estimated
from the standard Kepler 30-minute cadence while the large red
symbols show 1-day medians. The small symbols connected by a
line display the light curve of the proto-typical type IIP SN 1999gi
(Leonard et al. 2002) after correction to the redshift of the Ke-
pler events. The initial rise of KSN2011a is clearly faster than
KSN2011d based on the number of red points (1-day median) be-
fore maximum light.

ture are easier to detect than their smaller cousins. Still,
it may be that progenitors of SNIIP are more compact
than thought, or circumstellar interaction makes the rise
time appear shorter than expected.
Here, we present Kepler Space Telescope observations

of two SNIIP candidates. The light curves begin be-
fore explosion and were obtained with unprecedented 30-
minute cadence and good photometric precision. While
these Kepler observations have several advantages over
other studies of SNIIP, the red-sensitive Kepler band-
pass is not ideal for detecting shock breakout radiation.
Further, the way Kepler data was taken made it di�cult
to study transient events in “real time”, so little is known
about these supernovae other than their exquisite light
curves which are analyzed in their entirety by Tucker et
al. (2016).

2. OBSERVATIONS

While the primary goal of the Kepler Mission (Haas et
al. 2010) was to find and study extra-solar planets, it also
provided nearly continuous observations of many galax-
ies. Several Kepler guest observer projects monitored
about 500 galaxies at 30-min cadence to look for bright-
ness variations in their centers indicative of an active
galactic nucleus or to specifically search for supernovae.
Targets were selected from the 2MASS extended source
catalog (NASA/IPAC IRSA) and the NASA/IPAC Ex-
tragalactic Database (NED) . Typically, galaxies were
monitored for two to three years leading to the discov-
ery of three type Ia supernovae (Olling et al. 2015), one

probable type IIn event (Garnavich et al. 2016), and the
supernovae presented here. Unfortunately the timescale
for release of Kepler data meant that follow-up of the
events was not possible from ground-based observato-
ries. We did obtain spectra of the host galaxies which
provide redshifts of the supernovae and information on
the environment around the progenitors (Tucker et al.
2016).
On a timescale of minutes to hours, Kepler provides

photometric precision of a few parts in a million for
bright sources. However, on longer timescales, various
systematic e↵ects considerably reduce the precision of
the standard Kepler products. For example, the Kepler
observations were organized in three-month segments la-
beled quarters Q0 to Q16. Each quarter the spacecraft
rotated to keep the Sun on the Solar panels resulting in
the targets shifting to di↵erent detectors. About once per
month, the spacecraft goes through a pointing maneuver
to downlink the data to Earth. Significant sensitivity
variations in the pipeline light curves after re-pointing
maneuvers are removed through special processing. De-
tails of our Kepler reduction procedures can be found in
Olling et al. (2015); Shaya et al. (2015).

3. LIGHT CURVES

KSN 2011a was discovered in the galaxy KIC8480662
which is a bright 2MASS galaxy at a redshift of z = 0.051
(Tucker et al. 2016). The Kepler light curve shows a fast
rise, a broad maximum followed by a long plateau (see
Fig. 1). Finally there is a rapid decay followed by an
exponential decline. The light curve is characteristic of
SNIIP.
KSN 2011d was discovered in the galaxy KIC10649106

which is also a 2MASS cataloged galaxy at a redshift of
z = 0.087 (Tucker et al. 2016). Its light curve also shows
a fast rise, a broad maximum and then a slow decay
before falling o↵ the “plateau” after 130 days. KSN2011d
appears to fade faster on the plateau than KSN2011a,
but part of that can be attributed to the higher redshift
which means the bandpass contains bluer light that fades
more quickly in SNIIP. A detailed analysis of the full light
curves can be found in Tucker et al. (2016).
These Kepler supernovae light curves are very similar

to several well-observed SNIIP events such as SN1999em
(Suntze↵, private com.), SN1999gi (Leonard et al. 2002)
and SN2012aw (Bose et al. 2013). The Kepler super-
novae are at significantly higher redshifts than these lo-
cal events, so k-corrections are important, but there is
no color information for the Kepler events. Therefore,
we use the BV RI magnitudes of the nearby supernovae
to correct them to the Kepler observed frame.
For the nearby supernovae we create a spectral energy

distribution (SED) for each epoch observed in multiple
filters. Missing filters are interpolated from adjacent
epochs. The SEDs are corrected for Milky Way extinc-
tion using Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). The SED is
corrected to the redshift of the Kepler events, convolved
with the Kepler bandpass and the result is integrated to
give the total photon flux. The result is also reddened
to match the Milky Way extinction in the direction of
the Kepler supernova. Kepler magnitudes are in the AB
system, so the Kepler bandpass is convolved with a spec-
trum with constant F

⌫

= 3631 Jy and integrated to de-
termine the magnitude zeropoint.

SN II-P Light Curves with Kepler 3

Fig. 2.— The early light curves of the two Kepler type II-P supernovae. Blue dots are individual Kepler flux measurements with a
30 minute cadence and the red symbols are 6-hour medians. The x-axis shows the redshift corrected time since shock breakout estimated
from the model fit. Note that a shock traversing a red supergiant can take about a day to reach the surface, so we can not measure the time
of core-collapse. Right: The light curve for KSN2011d with a model fit assuming a progenitor radius of 490 R�. An errorbar at �10 days
indicates the 3-� uncertainty on the median points. The lower panel shows the residuals to the fit. Left: The light curve of KSN2011a
with a model fit using a progenitor radius of 280 R�. The model can not match the fast rise early in the light curve and still fit the time
of maximum. The lower panel shows significant residuals that decay on a timescale of 5 days.

For comparison, Figure 1 displays the light curve of the
well-observed local event SN 1999gi after correction to
the redshifts of the Kepler supernovae. SN 1999gi was a
slightly fainter than typical SNIIP (Bose et al. 2013), and
ignoring unknown host extinction, it is over a magnitude
fainter than these two Kepler supernovae. Still, the shape
of the light curve and length on the plateau make the
SNIIP classification of KSN2011a and KSN2011d very
solid.

4. ANALYSIS

4.1. Rise to Maximum

The rapid cadence of the Kepler observations provide
a unique window on the early rise of supernovae. In par-
ticular, SNIIP have rise times on the order of a week and
are di�cult to capture in typical ground-based surveys
(e.g. Gonzalez-Gaitan et al. 2015). In Figure 2, we show
the Kepler light curves beginning several days before ex-
plosion and ending soon after maximum light. There are
approximately 500 individual photometric measurements
between the initial brightening and maximum light. But
these events are at significant distance, so we have com-
bined the Kepler cadence into 6-hour median bins to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio of the light curves.
To fit the pre-maximum rise of the Kepler events, we

calculated a grid of light curves using the Rabinak &
Waxman (2011) red supergiant (RSG) model. The RSG
model assumes a power-law density structure with an
index n = 3/2. We vary the progenitor radius and ex-
plosion energy keeping the stellar mass at 15 M� which
is typical for core-collapse supernovae (Smartt 2015).
We assume fully ionized hydrogen envelopes ( = 0.34
cm2 g�1) and the set the normalization of the ejecta
density to f

p

= 0.1, although the results are not sensi-
tive to this parameter. The Rabinak & Waxman (2011)

model allows us to calculate the temperature and radius
of the expanding photosphere as a function of time. For
each epoch we construct a blackbody corrected to the
redshift and distance of the Kepler supernova and multi-
ply the spectrum by the Kepler sensitivity function. We
then integrate and normalize the resulting flux using the
zeropoint calculated in the AB magnitude system. For
each pair of initial radius and explosion energy we have
a light curve from which we derive a rise time and peak
magnitude.
The observed rise time (and uncertainty) defines a

band in the radius versus energy plane that is nearly
horizontal while the observed magnitude (and error) de-
fines a band that cuts diagonally across the parameters
of interest. The results for the two Kepler supernovae are
presented in Fig. 3. The intersection of the two bands is
a consistent fit to the rise time and peak brightness (cor-
rected for Milky Way extinction) and tightly constrains
the derived quantities of progenitor radius and explo-
sion energy. We also created model grids for progenitor
masses of 10 and 20 M�, but the resulting parameters
did not di↵er significantly from the 15 M� calculations.
The model light curves that best match the observed

rise time and peak magnitude are then fit to the ac-
tual light curves by minimizing the residuals between the
model and data. From this a new time of explosion is es-
timated and an improved rise time is calculated. This
iterative method converges quickly and the resulting fits
are shown in Fig. 2.
For KSN2011d, the Rabinak & Waxman (2011) model

with a progenitor radius of 490 R� and explosion energy
of 2±0.3 B8 not only matches the rise time and peak
magnitude, but the Rabinak & Waxman (2011) model

8 1 B = 1 foe = 1051 erg
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Theoretical works on SN shock breakout

➡ pioneering works:  Colgate (1974), Klein&Chevalier(1976), Falk (1978), 
Imshennik and Nadyozhin(1988), Matzner&McKee(1999) 

➡ steady shock structure: Weaver(1976),Katz+(2010),Budnik+(2010) 

➡ analytical: Naker&Sari(2010,2011),Rabinak&Waxman(2012), 

➡ 1D RHD: Ensmann&Burrows(1992), Tominaga+(2009), Sapir+(2011,2013) 

➡ multi-D HD: Suzuki&Shigeyama(2010),Couch+(2011), Ro&Matzner(2013), 
Matzner+(2013) 

➡ wind breakout: Arcavi+(2011), Chevalier&Irwin(2011), 
Moriya&Tominaga(2011), Ofek+(2011), Svirsky+(2012),  

➡ 1D SR-RHD: Tolstov+(2013)

How bright shock breakout emission could be for 
a given stellar structure and explosion energy?



! SN shock breakout: emission from a 
hot gas in the downstream of a blast 
wave.

! Its energy source is originally the 
explosion energy. The shock kinetic 
energy is converted the thermal 
energy of gas at the outermost layer 
of the star.

! How much thermal energy the shock 
can deposit into the outermost layer 
of the star. 

! Matzner&McKee (1999)
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➡ stellar density structure: ρ(r) 

➡ The shock velocity Vs is expressed as a function of r or ρ 

➡ find the shock velocity Vbr and density ρbr satisfying the 
breakout condition Vs=c/τ 

➡ internal energy density  eint~ρbrVbr2,  

➡ temperature T~(eint/ar)1/4 

➡ internal energy, diffusion time, etc

Stellar surface

Shock front

photon path

Before shock breakout

Shock front

photon path

After shock breakout
Stellar surface

Core Core

photon diffusion velocity Vdiff=c/τ 

shock velocity Vs 

breakout condition c/τ>Vs 

temperature Tbr~106[K]~0.1[keV]

Shock propagation in massive star
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➡ Two modes of shock propagation in 
massive star: decelerating shock and 
accelerating shock 

➡ d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) > -3: ρr3 is an increasing 
function of r. The shock accumulate more 
mass as it propagates.  decelerating shock 

➡ d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) < -3: ρr3 is an decreasing 
function of r. The shock kinetic energy is 
transferred to smaller and smaller mass. 
accelerating shock

r

ρ

ρ

r

d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) > -3

d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) < -3

V

V

Shock propagation in massive star



r

P

ρ

r

d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) > -3

P~ER-3

V

R

R

➡ Sedov-type solution: power-law: ρ~ r -n  

➡ shock radius R, shock velocity V=dR/dt ~ R/
t  

➡ ρV2 ~ P → R-n(R/t)2 ∝ ER-3 → R ∝ t2/(5-n) 

➡ V ∝ t(n-3)/(5-n) : decelerating shock when 
n<3 

➡ M(R) ∝ R3-n → M(R)V2 ∝  Const. 

➡ PR3 ~ Const. 

➡ M(R)V2 ~ a fraction of  explosion energy E 

➡ The shock speed is given by Vs~[E/M(R)]1/2

Decelerating shock: Sedov-type solution



➡ Sakurai(1960) 

➡ distance from the surface: x=(R★-r)/R★ 

➡ ρ∝ xn : plane-parallel atmosphere 

➡ This treatment is justified for polytropic 
stellar envelopes (P ∝ρ1+1/n), n=1.5 for a 
convective envelope and n=3.0 for a 
radiative envelope 

➡ For a strong shock, shock speed follows Vs 
∝ρ-β, (β~0.19 for n=1.5, 3.0) 

r

P

d ln(ρ)/d ln(r) < -3

V

R★

R

r

ρ

x

x

transonic point

xR★

Accelerating shock: Sakurai’s self-similar solution



➡ Mazner&McKee(1999) 

➡ Vs = [E/M(r)]1/2 x [ρ(r)/ρ★]-β works well with 
β~0.19. 

➡ This behaves as Sedov-like in a shallow 
density gradient, while it grows in a  power-
law fashion in a steep density gradient. 

➡ find Vbr and ρbr and estimate some quantities R★ r

ρ
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aT se4 /3 \ 2o0v
s
2(breakout)/(c ] 1) :

Tse \ 5.55 ] 105A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.10Ao1
o*

B0.070

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.20A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.052

]
A R*

500 R
_

B~0.54
K

A
n \ 3

2
B

, (36)

Tse \ 1.31 ] 106A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.14Ao1
o*

B0.046

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.18A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.068

]
A R*

50 R
_

B~0.48
K (n \ 3) .

The energy of the radiation outburst can be estimatedEseas the thermal energy in the shock front at the time of
breakout. So, Ese ^ (aT se4 /3)[4nR*3 x0(breakout)] :

Ese \ 1.7 ] 1048A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.87Ao1
o*

B~0.086

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.56A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.44

]
A R*

500 R
_

B1.74
ergs

A
n \ 3

2
B

, (37)

Ese \ 7.6 ] 1046A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.84Ao1
o*

B~0.054

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.58A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.42

]
A R*

50 R
_

B1.68
ergs (n \ 3) .

The energy will be released on the di†usion time atEseshock breakout, which is also the time for the shock to
travel its width. So,

tse \ 790
A i

0.34 cm2 g~1
B~0.58Ao1

o*

B~0.28

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B~0.79A Mej

10 M
_

B0.21

]
A R*

500 R
_

B2.16
s
A

n \ 3
2
B

, (38)

tse \ 40
A i

0.34 cm2 g~1
B~0.45Ao1

o*

B~0.18

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B~0.72A Mej

10 M
_

B0.27

]
A R*

50 R
_

B1.90
s (n \ 3) .

However, note that the pulse will be longer than this from
the vantage of a distant observer because of the light travel
time (see, e.g., Ensman & Burrows 1992), which is 1160 s for
a star of radius or 116 s for a star of radius500 R

_
, 50 R

_
.

As a result, the observed luminosity will be typically some-
what less than Ese/tse.These formulae reproduce the energy and timescale of the
radiation outburst in the numerical simulations of Ensman
& Burrows (1992), for explosion parameters chosen to
match theirs. These formulae are also in agreement with the
analytical results of Imshennik & (1989) for SNNade! zhin
1987A, but only if we account for the fact that the shock
velocity they use is 47% faster than is given by equation (17)
for the same model, as if ! were 1.16 instead of 0.79 for the
outermost mass shells. If instead we use equations (36) and
(37), we Ðnd a value of that is 20% lower, and a value ofTsethat is 50% lower, than those of Imshennik &Ese Nade! zhin.
It is not apparent why the two shock formulae do not agree,
as their formula is taken from their simulations, and our
formula agrees with our simulations.

For the helium-star progenitors of typical Types Ib and
Ic supernovae, described by Woosley et al. (1995) and dis-
cussed in ° 5.3.2 (again, assuming that ergs), theEin \ 1051
energy associated with the outburst would be between
3 ] 1044 and 2 ] 1046 ergs, and the outburst would last
between 2 and 20 s. In making these estimates, we have
assumed that the stellar wind does not have sufficient
optical depth to support a radiation-dominated shock. For
compact progenitors with dense Wolf-Rayet winds, this
assumption may fail. In that situation, the shock-velocity
formula (eq. [17]) can be applied to the stellar wind, and
breakout quantities can be estimated at the radius for which
the wind optical depth matches The circumstellarDc/v

s
.

interaction (see, e.g., Fransson, Lundqvist, & Chevalier
1996) would then begin immediately.

6. PRESSURE-BASED MODEL FOR THE EJECTA PRESSURE

AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS

We now wish to present a model that describes the dis-
tribution of all the ejecta, not just the high-velocity ejecta
discussed in ° 5. To do so, we will extend the form of the
pressure distribution inward in mass, approximating its
variation with a simple functional form. In our calculations,
the Ðnal pressure distribution is invariably the smoothest of
the hydrodynamical variables (expressed as functions of m8 ) ;
this is not surprising, since the pressure gradient is inhibited
on small scales by its ability to accelerate the material so as
to reduce its magnitude. Once we make a model for the Ðnal
pressure distribution, the Ðnal density distribution follows
immediately from the entropy left behind by the forward
shock.

To make a simple model for the Ðnal pressure distribu-
tion, we multiply the pressure distribution knownp

f
(m8 )t4,

for the high-velocity material, given in Table 3, by a simple
function of m. This has the advantage of preserving the
high-velocity behavior of the Ñow derived in ° 5, because m8
varies very little in the region of validity of this solution.
The solution found in this manner is less accurate than the
solutions of ° 5, but they have the advantage that they are
robust to variations in the progenitor structure (like the
existence of superadiabatic gradients in RSGs). They fail in
regions that experience a strong reverse shock, especially
the mantles of RSGs. However, as we discuss in ° 6.1, the
density jump between the mantle and outer envelope ejecta
can be predicted despite the formation of reverse shocks.

Multiplying the pressure distribution speciÐed in Table 3
by a simple function of mass produces our model for the
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aT se4 /3 \ 2o0v
s
2(breakout)/(c ] 1) :

Tse \ 5.55 ] 105A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.10Ao1
o*

B0.070

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.20A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.052

]
A R*

500 R
_

B~0.54
K

A
n \ 3

2
B

, (36)

Tse \ 1.31 ] 106A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.14Ao1
o*

B0.046

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B0.18A Mej

10 M
_

B~0.068

]
A R*

50 R
_

B~0.48
K (n \ 3) .

The energy of the radiation outburst can be estimatedEseas the thermal energy in the shock front at the time of
breakout. So, Ese ^ (aT se4 /3)[4nR*3 x0(breakout)] :

Ese \ 1.7 ] 1048A i
0.34 cm2 g~1

B~0.87Ao1
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B1.68
ergs (n \ 3) .

The energy will be released on the di†usion time atEseshock breakout, which is also the time for the shock to
travel its width. So,

tse \ 790
A i

0.34 cm2 g~1
B~0.58Ao1

o*

B~0.28

]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B~0.79A Mej
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tse \ 40
A i
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]
A Ein

1051 ergs
B~0.72A Mej

10 M
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]
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50 R
_

B1.90
s (n \ 3) .

However, note that the pulse will be longer than this from
the vantage of a distant observer because of the light travel
time (see, e.g., Ensman & Burrows 1992), which is 1160 s for
a star of radius or 116 s for a star of radius500 R

_
, 50 R

_
.

As a result, the observed luminosity will be typically some-
what less than Ese/tse.These formulae reproduce the energy and timescale of the
radiation outburst in the numerical simulations of Ensman
& Burrows (1992), for explosion parameters chosen to
match theirs. These formulae are also in agreement with the
analytical results of Imshennik & (1989) for SNNade! zhin
1987A, but only if we account for the fact that the shock
velocity they use is 47% faster than is given by equation (17)
for the same model, as if ! were 1.16 instead of 0.79 for the
outermost mass shells. If instead we use equations (36) and
(37), we Ðnd a value of that is 20% lower, and a value ofTsethat is 50% lower, than those of Imshennik &Ese Nade! zhin.
It is not apparent why the two shock formulae do not agree,
as their formula is taken from their simulations, and our
formula agrees with our simulations.

For the helium-star progenitors of typical Types Ib and
Ic supernovae, described by Woosley et al. (1995) and dis-
cussed in ° 5.3.2 (again, assuming that ergs), theEin \ 1051
energy associated with the outburst would be between
3 ] 1044 and 2 ] 1046 ergs, and the outburst would last
between 2 and 20 s. In making these estimates, we have
assumed that the stellar wind does not have sufficient
optical depth to support a radiation-dominated shock. For
compact progenitors with dense Wolf-Rayet winds, this
assumption may fail. In that situation, the shock-velocity
formula (eq. [17]) can be applied to the stellar wind, and
breakout quantities can be estimated at the radius for which
the wind optical depth matches The circumstellarDc/v

s
.

interaction (see, e.g., Fransson, Lundqvist, & Chevalier
1996) would then begin immediately.

6. PRESSURE-BASED MODEL FOR THE EJECTA PRESSURE

AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS

We now wish to present a model that describes the dis-
tribution of all the ejecta, not just the high-velocity ejecta
discussed in ° 5. To do so, we will extend the form of the
pressure distribution inward in mass, approximating its
variation with a simple functional form. In our calculations,
the Ðnal pressure distribution is invariably the smoothest of
the hydrodynamical variables (expressed as functions of m8 ) ;
this is not surprising, since the pressure gradient is inhibited
on small scales by its ability to accelerate the material so as
to reduce its magnitude. Once we make a model for the Ðnal
pressure distribution, the Ðnal density distribution follows
immediately from the entropy left behind by the forward
shock.

To make a simple model for the Ðnal pressure distribu-
tion, we multiply the pressure distribution knownp

f
(m8 )t4,

for the high-velocity material, given in Table 3, by a simple
function of m. This has the advantage of preserving the
high-velocity behavior of the Ñow derived in ° 5, because m8
varies very little in the region of validity of this solution.
The solution found in this manner is less accurate than the
solutions of ° 5, but they have the advantage that they are
robust to variations in the progenitor structure (like the
existence of superadiabatic gradients in RSGs). They fail in
regions that experience a strong reverse shock, especially
the mantles of RSGs. However, as we discuss in ° 6.1, the
density jump between the mantle and outer envelope ejecta
can be predicted despite the formation of reverse shocks.

Multiplying the pressure distribution speciÐed in Table 3
by a simple function of mass produces our model for the
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However, note that the pulse will be longer than this from
the vantage of a distant observer because of the light travel
time (see, e.g., Ensman & Burrows 1992), which is 1160 s for
a star of radius or 116 s for a star of radius500 R
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As a result, the observed luminosity will be typically some-
what less than Ese/tse.These formulae reproduce the energy and timescale of the
radiation outburst in the numerical simulations of Ensman
& Burrows (1992), for explosion parameters chosen to
match theirs. These formulae are also in agreement with the
analytical results of Imshennik & (1989) for SNNade! zhin
1987A, but only if we account for the fact that the shock
velocity they use is 47% faster than is given by equation (17)
for the same model, as if ! were 1.16 instead of 0.79 for the
outermost mass shells. If instead we use equations (36) and
(37), we Ðnd a value of that is 20% lower, and a value ofTsethat is 50% lower, than those of Imshennik &Ese Nade! zhin.
It is not apparent why the two shock formulae do not agree,
as their formula is taken from their simulations, and our
formula agrees with our simulations.

For the helium-star progenitors of typical Types Ib and
Ic supernovae, described by Woosley et al. (1995) and dis-
cussed in ° 5.3.2 (again, assuming that ergs), theEin \ 1051
energy associated with the outburst would be between
3 ] 1044 and 2 ] 1046 ergs, and the outburst would last
between 2 and 20 s. In making these estimates, we have
assumed that the stellar wind does not have sufficient
optical depth to support a radiation-dominated shock. For
compact progenitors with dense Wolf-Rayet winds, this
assumption may fail. In that situation, the shock-velocity
formula (eq. [17]) can be applied to the stellar wind, and
breakout quantities can be estimated at the radius for which
the wind optical depth matches The circumstellarDc/v
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interaction (see, e.g., Fransson, Lundqvist, & Chevalier
1996) would then begin immediately.

6. PRESSURE-BASED MODEL FOR THE EJECTA PRESSURE

AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS

We now wish to present a model that describes the dis-
tribution of all the ejecta, not just the high-velocity ejecta
discussed in ° 5. To do so, we will extend the form of the
pressure distribution inward in mass, approximating its
variation with a simple functional form. In our calculations,
the Ðnal pressure distribution is invariably the smoothest of
the hydrodynamical variables (expressed as functions of m8 ) ;
this is not surprising, since the pressure gradient is inhibited
on small scales by its ability to accelerate the material so as
to reduce its magnitude. Once we make a model for the Ðnal
pressure distribution, the Ðnal density distribution follows
immediately from the entropy left behind by the forward
shock.

To make a simple model for the Ðnal pressure distribu-
tion, we multiply the pressure distribution knownp

f
(m8 )t4,

for the high-velocity material, given in Table 3, by a simple
function of m. This has the advantage of preserving the
high-velocity behavior of the Ñow derived in ° 5, because m8
varies very little in the region of validity of this solution.
The solution found in this manner is less accurate than the
solutions of ° 5, but they have the advantage that they are
robust to variations in the progenitor structure (like the
existence of superadiabatic gradients in RSGs). They fail in
regions that experience a strong reverse shock, especially
the mantles of RSGs. However, as we discuss in ° 6.1, the
density jump between the mantle and outer envelope ejecta
can be predicted despite the formation of reverse shocks.

Multiplying the pressure distribution speciÐed in Table 3
by a simple function of mass produces our model for the
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Theoretical works on SN shock breakout

➡ pioneering works:  Colgate (1974), Klein & Chevalier(1976), Falk (1978), Imshennik & 
Nadyozhin(1988), Matzner & McKee(1999) 

➡ steady shock structure: Weaver(1976),Katz+(2010,2012),Budnik+(2010) 

➡ analytical: Naker & Sari(2010,2012),Rabinak & Waxman(2012), 

➡ 1D RHD: Ensmann&Burrows(1992), Tominaga+(2009), Sapir+(2011,2013,2014) 

➡ multi-D HD: Suzuki&Shigeyama(2010),Couch+(2011), Ro & Matzner(2013), Matzner
+(2013) 

➡ wind breakout: Balberg & Loeb(2011),Arcavi+(2011), Chevalier & Irwin(2011), Moriya
+(2011,2015), Ofek+(2011), Ginzburg & Balberg(2012,2014), Svirsky+(2012,2014),  

➡ 1D SR-RHD: Tolstov+(2013)

Most of them assume spherical symmetry



Asymmetry in CCSN

Takiwaki+ (2012)

Marek&Janka (2008)

MacFadyen&Woosley (1999)

➡ deviation from spherical symmetry is a key to understanding successful core-
collapse supernova explosions

SASI?

Convection?

Jet?



Theoretical works on SN shock breakout

➡ pioneering works:  Colgate (1974), Klein & Chevalier(1976), Falk (1978), Imshennik & 
Nadyozhin(1988), Matzner & McKee(1999) 

➡ steady shock structure: Weaver(1976),Katz+(2010,2012),Budnik+(2010) 

➡ analytical: Naker & Sari(2010,2012),Rabinak & Waxman(2012), 

➡ 1D RHD: Ensmann&Burrows(1992), Tominaga+(2009), Sapir+(2011,2013,2014) 

➡ multi-D HD: Suzuki&Shigeyama(2010),Couch+(2011), Ro & Matzner(2013), Matzner
+(2013) 

➡ wind breakout: Balberg & Loeb(2011),Arcavi+(2011), Chevalier & Irwin(2011), Moriya
+(2011,2015), Ofek+(2011), Ginzburg & Balberg(2012,2014), Svirsky+(2012,2014),  

➡ 1D SR-RHD: Tolstov+(2013)

→  toward multi-D SR-RHD
Most of them assume spherical symmetry



Er(t,x) =
!

Er,ν(t, x)dν =
!

Iν(t, x, l)dνdΩ

F i
r (t, x) =

!
F i

r,ν(t, x)dν =
!

liIν(t,x, l)dνdΩ

P ij
r (t, x) =

!
P ij

r,ν(t, x)dν =
!

liljIν(t, x, l)dνdΩ

∂Iν(t,x, l)
∂t

+ (l ·∇)Iν(t, x, l) = ην +
!

g(ν, l; ν′l′)ρσνIν′(t, x, l′)dν′dΩ′ − ρ(κν + σν)Iν(t,x, l) (69)

∂Er

∂t
+
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r

∂xi
=ρ0κ0(arT

4
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r − ρ0σ0βjF

i
r
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+

∂P ij
r

∂xj
=ρ0κ0arT

4
g0β

i + ρ0σ0Erβ
i − ρ0(κ0 + σ0)(F i

r − βjP
ij
r )

Moment equations

Transfer equation

M1 Closure relation
P ij

r = DijEr, Dij =
1 − χ

2
δij +

3 − χ

2
ninj

ni =
F i

r!
F i

r Fr,i

, f i =
F i

r

Er
, χ =

3 + 4f ifi

5 + 2
!

4 − 3f ifi

Livermore (1984)

! advection term: HLL 

! source term: implicit method

! Moment equations written in “mixed frame”

see, Takahashi+,Takahashi&Ohsuga(2013a,b), AS, Maeda, &Shigeyama(2016)

Radiation Hydrodynamics code

Livermore (1984)



➡ 2D RHD simulations, 4096x512 mesh on 512 core

➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉
(Nomoto&Hashimoto 1988, Shigeyama&Nomoto 1990)

➡ 3x108cm≦r≦4R★, 0≦θ≦π 

➡ energy injection: Eexp=1051[erg],texp=0.1[s] 

➡ asphericity: parameter “a”

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry

Shigeyama&Nomoto(1990)
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Shigeyama&Nomoto(1990)
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➡ fully ionized gas in the stellar envelope with X=0.565, Y=0.430, Z=0.05

➡ absorption and emission: free-free 

➡ scattering: e- scattering    κ=0.2(1+X) [cm2/g]

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

t= 1000 s
after core-collapse

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)

from t= 5000 s
to     t= 7000 s
after core-collapse

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



t= 6000 s

optical depth is too large  
for photons in the shocked region

Photons are “trapped” 
 in the shocked region

➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



t= 6000 s

➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

t= 6000 s

Now, optical depth  
      is sufficiently small 

Photons having been  
in the shocked region 
can freely travel at c 

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



➡ observer seeing the event with a viewing angle Θ

➡ Transfer equation is integrated along rays using snapshots of a RHD 
simulation

Light curve calculation: ray-tracing

6 SUZUKI,MAEDA,&SHIGEYAMA
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φ
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(Dobs sinΘ,0,Dobs cosΘ)
χ

Fig. 1.— Schematic view of the configuration considered in the ray-tracing treatment in calculating the light curve of the shock breakout
emission. Photons traveling into the direction specified by the direction vector lv are considered. The photon rays intersect with a plane
perpendicular to the direction vector, which is shown as a gray region in the figure.

Fig. 2.— Results of the beam test.

Transfer equation along a ray (frequency-integrated)

– 20 –

Photons with a frequency ⌫ 0 are absorbed and scattered at rates given by the coe�cients ↵0
⌫

0

and �0
⌫

0 , which are also given in the comoving frame.

Integrating the transfer equation with respect to the frequency, one obtains the following

equation governing the temporal evolution of the frequency-integrated intensity I,

@I
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◆
, (43)

where ↵0 and �0 denote the frequency-averaged values of the coe�cients and �
SB

is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The radiation energy density E 0
r

is defined in the comoving

frame. Thus, the Lorentz transformation of the quantities, E
r

, F i

r

, and P ij

r

, which are

defined in the laboratory frame and used in our simulations, gives this value,
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Here we define the source function S 0 in the comoving frame in the following way,

S 0 = (↵0 + �0)�1
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Introducing the source function and frequency-averaged absorption and scattering co-

e�cients in the laboratory frame as follows, S = D

4S 0, ↵ = D

�1↵0, and � = D

�1�0, the

frequency-integrated transfer equation is rewritten in the following form,

@I

@t
+ (l ·r)I = (↵ + �)(S � I), (46)

which is solved to obtain the temporal evolution of the bolometric luminosity.

We consider a distant observer seeing the explosion from a viewing angle ⇥
v

with respect

to the symmetry axis. The configuration considered here is schematically represented in the

left panel of Figure 5. The observer sees photons escaping from the ejecta into the direction

specified by a vector l

v

= (sin⇥
v

, 0, cos⇥
v

) in the x-z plane. To calculate the luminosity

of the emission, we consider an imaginary plane (referred to as “screen”) perpendicular to

the direction vector l

v

, which is located at a distance D, from the center and define two-

dimensional spherical coordinates (r
v

,�) on the screen, whose origin is at x = Dl

v

.

At first, we integrate the transfer equation (46) along a photon ray parallel to the vector

l

v

and passing through a point (r
v

,�) on the screen by using snapshots of a simulation. The

position of the point on the screen can be expressed in terms of the coordinates (r
v

,�) as

follows

x

sc

= Dl

v

+ n(r
v

,�), (47)



➡ LC consistent with 1D RHD calculations by Shigeyama+(1988), 
Ensmann&Burrows(1992) for SN 1987A (dotted line) 

➡ peak luminosity = 2.3x1044 [erg s-1], consistent within a factor of 2 

➡ initial bright phase: Δt ~ R★/c ~ 100 [sec]

Light curve calculation: spherical
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Light curve calculation: spherical

R★ R★/c

➡ peak luminosity = 2.3x1044 [erg s-1] 

➡ initial bright phase: Δt ~ R★/c ~ 100 [sec]

Our 2D spherical model

R★/c~100 [sec]



➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0.5 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

Shock breakout in 2D

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)

from t= 5000 s
to     t= 7000 s
after core-collapse

radiation log10(Er/cr/cr 2)          gas density log10(!)radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)



➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0.5 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

Shock breakout in 2D

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)radiation logradiation logradiation log101010(E(E(Errr/c/c/cr/crrr/cr/cr/crrr/cr 222)          gas density log)          gas density log)          gas density log101010(((!!!)))
t= 5800 s

optical depth is too large  
for photons in the shocked region

Photons are “trapped” 
 in the shocked region

faster shock along  
  symmetry axis

    slower shock 
  on equatorial 
 plane



➡ 1987A progenitor: BSG with R★=50R◉, M★=14.6M◉

➡ spherical case: a=0.5 dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

Shock breakout in 2D

radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)radiation log10(Er/c2)          gas density log10(!)radiation logradiation logradiation log101010(E(E(Errr/c/c/cr/crrr/cr/cr/crrr/cr 222)          gas density log)          gas density log)          gas density log101010(((!!!)))
t= 6200 s

Photons are efficiently  
emitted from shocks  
having emerged  
from the surface

Shocked gas emerge 
from polar region  
at first



➡ wide variety of light curves depending on the viewing angle, 
reflecting the geometry of the shock wave 

➡ under-luminous, long-lasting emission ~ 500-600 sec 

➡ emission after the initial phase is similar to spherical case

Light curve calculation: aspherical
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Fig. 1.— Schematic view of the configuration considered in the ray-tracing treatment in calculating the light curve of the shock breakout
emission. Photons traveling into the direction specified by the direction vector lv are considered. The photon rays intersect with a plane
perpendicular to the direction vector, which is shown as a gray region in the figure.

Fig. 2.— Results of the beam test.



➡ wide variety of light curves depending on the viewing angle, 
reflecting the geometry of the shock wave 

➡ under-luminous, long-lasting emission ~ 500-600 sec 
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Light curve calculation: aspherical
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perpendicular to the direction vector, which is shown as a gray region in the figure.

Fig. 2.— Results of the beam test.
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500-600 [sec] > R★/c ~100 [sec]

➡ under-luminous, long-lasting emission ~ 500-600 sec 

➡ emission after the initial phase is similar to spherical case

Light curve calculation: aspherical



➡ wide variety of light curves depending on the viewing angle, 
reflecting the geometry of the shock wave 

➡ under-luminous, long-lasting emission ~ 500-600 sec 

➡ emission after the initial phase is similar to spherical case

Light curve calculation: aspherical
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Fig. 2.— Results of the beam test.



➡ Basically, larger a lead to larger 
deviation from the spherical case 

➡ Bolometric light curves of SN shock 
breakout can be a tracer of aspherical 
energy deposition at the core of a 
massive star. 

Dependence on asphericity

BIPOLAR SHOCK BREAKOUT 11
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Fig. 5.— Schematic view of the configuration considered in the ray-tracing treatment in calculating the light curve of the shock breakout
emission. Photons traveling into the direction specified by the direction vector lv are considered. The photon rays intersect with a plane
perpendicular to the direction vector, which is shown as a gray region in the figure.

Fig. 6.— Bolometric light curve of the model with a = 0 (solid
line). The rate of the loss of the radiation energy from the outer
boundary calculated by Equation (52) is also plotted as a dashed
line.

simulations confirm their findings that the light curve of
shock breakout emission should reflect the geometry of
the shock wave propagating in the progenitor star.

On the other hand, the later part of the bolomet-
ric light curves of different models in Figure 7 (from
t = 7.5 × 103 s to t = 8.0 × 103 s) look similar to each
other. The later part of the shock breakout emission re-
flects the photospheric emission from the ejecta produced
as a result of the shock emergence and cooling via adi-
abatic expansion. Thus, the rate of the decline of the
bolometric luminosity should be governed by the expan-
sion rate of the ejecta, which is given by the traveling
time of the stellar radius by the maximum velocity of
the ejecta, R∗/vmax. Since the maximum velocities real-
ized in the spherical and aspherical models are similar,
vmax = 2.5 × 104 km s−1 as seen in Figures 2 and 4, the
corresponding decline rates should also be similar.

4.3.2. Dependence on the viewing angle

Fig. 7.— Bolometric light curves of the models with a = 0.2 (top
panel), 0.5 (middle panel), and 0.8 (bottom panel) from viewing
angles of Θ = 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and 90◦. In each panel, the
bolometric light curve of the spherical model (a = 0) shown in
Figure 6 is also plotted as a dashed line.

dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

a=0.2

a=0.5

a=0.8



➡ Introduction 

➡ Shock Propagation in Massive stars 

➡ 2D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of SN 

shock breakout 

➡ Summary

Outline



SN Shock breakout as a unique probe
➡ increasing number of detections 

➡ LCs are characterized by R★/c for spherical case and tdelay for 
aspherical cases.

➡ information on the progenitor radius, energetics, and asphericity

➡ multi-D SR-RHD simulations are ongoing,  

➡ future works: different explosion geometry, progenitor dependence



dE/dt∝Eexp/texp[1+a cos(2θ)]

Shock breakout with spherical symmetry



Shock breakout in 2D



Current and upcoming projects

Specification PTF ZTF
Active Area 7.26 deg2 47 deg2

Exposure Time 60 sec 30 sec
Readout Time 36 sec 10 sec
Median Time Between Exposures 46 sec 15 sec
Median Image Quality (R band) 2.0” FWHM 2.0” FWHM
Median Single-visit Depth (R band) 20.7 20.4
Yearly Exposures per Field (3⇡) 19 290
Areal Survey Rate 247 deg2/hr 3760 deg2/hr
Volumetric Survey Rate (M = �19) 2.8⇥ 103 Mpc3/s 3.0⇥ 104 Mpc3/s

Table 1: Comparison of the PTF and ZTF cameras and survey performance metrics. Yearly

exposures assume a hypothetical uniform 3⇡ survey.

this focal surface. The PTF camera achieves acceptable image quality (median 2”
FWHM in R) with a flat CCD focal plane, an optically powered dewar window, and
flat filters. However, scaling a comparable design to the full ZTF focal plane produces
unacceptable image quality.

We have developed an optical design that maintains PTF’s image quality over
the entire available field of view. An additional zero-power optic (to be fabricated
from an existing blank) placed in front of the existing achromatic doublet Schmidt
corrector provides a minor adjustment (10%) to its aspheric coe�cient. A faceted
CCD focal plane and individual field flattener lenses placed over each CCD correct
the residual field curvature. An optically powered window maintains vacuum in the
dewar. The optical design supports exchangeable flat filters, or the filter coatings
may be deposited onto the field flatteners mounted over each CCD.

Improved yields for wafer-scale CCDs make large focal planes increasingly a↵ord-
able. ZTF will use 16 e2v 6k⇥6k devices with 15 micron pixels. At 1”/pixel, the
pixel scale is identical to that of PTF and adequately samples the median 2” image
quality. The moderate pixel scale also mitigates the data volume. Six CCDs have
been fabricated and delivered as of this writing. At 1 MHz readout, read time will
be 10 sec; we require 15 sec net overhead between exposures to allow for slew and
settling. With these shorter overheads, 30 sec exposures are optimal in maximizing
V̇ . A compact dewar design minimizes mass and beam obstruction.

Table 1 compares the performance of the ZTF survey camera to that of PTF.

3

• Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) 

• PTF,iPTF → ZTF 

• PI: S. Kulkarni (Caltech) 

• 3760 deg2/hr 

• arXiv: 1410.8185

• 2017-

Median Single-visit Depth (R band) 20.7 20.4
Yearly Exposures per Field (3⇡) 19 290
Areal Survey Rate 247 deg2/hr 3760 deg2/hr
Volumetric Survey Rate (M = �19) 2.8⇥ 103 Mpc3/s 3.0⇥ 104 Mpc3/s
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Table 1: Comparison of the PTF and ZTF cameras and survey performance metrics. Yearly

exposures assume a hypothetical uniform 3⇡ survey.

this focal surface. The PTF camera achieves acceptable image quality (median 2”
FWHM in R) with a flat CCD focal plane, an optically powered dewar window, and
flat filters. However, scaling a comparable design to the full ZTF focal plane produces
unacceptable image quality.

We have developed an optical design that maintains PTF’s image quality over
the entire available field of view. An additional zero-power optic (to be fabricated
from an existing blank) placed in front of the existing achromatic doublet Schmidt
corrector provides a minor adjustment (10%) to its aspheric coe�cient. A faceted
CCD focal plane and individual field flattener lenses placed over each CCD correct
the residual field curvature. An optically powered window maintains vacuum in the
dewar. The optical design supports exchangeable flat filters, or the filter coatings
may be deposited onto the field flatteners mounted over each CCD.

Improved yields for wafer-scale CCDs make large focal planes increasingly a↵ord-
able. ZTF will use 16 e2v 6k⇥6k devices with 15 micron pixels. At 1”/pixel, the
pixel scale is identical to that of PTF and adequately samples the median 2” image
quality. The moderate pixel scale also mitigates the data volume. Six CCDs have
been fabricated and delivered as of this writing. At 1 MHz readout, read time will
be 10 sec; we require 15 sec net overhead between exposures to allow for slew and
settling. With these shorter overheads, 30 sec exposures are optimal in maximizing
V̇ . A compact dewar design minimizes mass and beam obstruction.

Table 1 compares the performance of the ZTF survey camera to that of PTF.

3

• Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) 

• 8.4m telescope observing in optical-IR  

• FOV: 9.6 deg2

• Site: Chile 

• 2020-
Areal Survey Rate 247 deg2/hr 3760 deg2/hr
Volumetric Survey Rate (M = �19) 2.8⇥ 103 Mpc3/s 3.0⇥ 104 Mpc3/s
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this focal surface. The PTF camera achieves acceptable image quality (median 2”
FWHM in R) with a flat CCD focal plane, an optically powered dewar window, and
flat filters. However, scaling a comparable design to the full ZTF focal plane produces
unacceptable image quality.

We have developed an optical design that maintains PTF’s image quality over
the entire available field of view. An additional zero-power optic (to be fabricated
from an existing blank) placed in front of the existing achromatic doublet Schmidt
corrector provides a minor adjustment (10%) to its aspheric coe�cient. A faceted
CCD focal plane and individual field flattener lenses placed over each CCD correct
the residual field curvature. An optically powered window maintains vacuum in the
dewar. The optical design supports exchangeable flat filters, or the filter coatings
may be deposited onto the field flatteners mounted over each CCD.

Improved yields for wafer-scale CCDs make large focal planes increasingly a↵ord-
able. ZTF will use 16 e2v 6k⇥6k devices with 15 micron pixels. At 1”/pixel, the
pixel scale is identical to that of PTF and adequately samples the median 2” image
quality. The moderate pixel scale also mitigates the data volume. Six CCDs have
been fabricated and delivered as of this writing. At 1 MHz readout, read time will
be 10 sec; we require 15 sec net overhead between exposures to allow for slew and
settling. With these shorter overheads, 30 sec exposures are optimal in maximizing
V̇ . A compact dewar design minimizes mass and beam obstruction.

Table 1 compares the performance of the ZTF survey camera to that of PTF.

3

Median Image Quality (R band) 2.0” FWHM 2.0” FWHM
Median Single-visit Depth (R band) 20.7 20.4
Yearly Exposures per Field (3⇡) 19 290
Areal Survey Rate 247 deg2/hr 3760 deg2/hr
Volumetric Survey Rate (M = �19) 2.8⇥ 103 Mpc3/s 3.0⇥ 104 Mpc3/s

• Hyper Suprime-Cam on Subaru telescope 

• diameter: 8.2m, FOV:1.77 deg2

• 50 SN candidates in 1 night on 24 May 2015
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this focal surface. The PTF camera achieves acceptable image quality (median 2”
FWHM in R) with a flat CCD focal plane, an optically powered dewar window, and
flat filters. However, scaling a comparable design to the full ZTF focal plane produces
unacceptable image quality.

We have developed an optical design that maintains PTF’s image quality over
the entire available field of view. An additional zero-power optic (to be fabricated
from an existing blank) placed in front of the existing achromatic doublet Schmidt
corrector provides a minor adjustment (10%) to its aspheric coe�cient. A faceted
CCD focal plane and individual field flattener lenses placed over each CCD correct
the residual field curvature. An optically powered window maintains vacuum in the
dewar. The optical design supports exchangeable flat filters, or the filter coatings
may be deposited onto the field flatteners mounted over each CCD.

Improved yields for wafer-scale CCDs make large focal planes increasingly a↵ord-
able. ZTF will use 16 e2v 6k⇥6k devices with 15 micron pixels. At 1”/pixel, the
pixel scale is identical to that of PTF and adequately samples the median 2” image
quality. The moderate pixel scale also mitigates the data volume. Six CCDs have
been fabricated and delivered as of this writing. At 1 MHz readout, read time will
be 10 sec; we require 15 sec net overhead between exposures to allow for slew and
settling. With these shorter overheads, 30 sec exposures are optimal in maximizing
V̇ . A compact dewar design minimizes mass and beam obstruction.

Table 1 compares the performance of the ZTF survey camera to that of PTF.

3

• Ultraviolet Transient Astronomy Satellite (ULTRASAT) 

• mini-satellite carrying a telescope with an large FOV observing in UV 

• Israeli/US collaboration, Weizmann institute (PI: E. Waxman)-Caltech (PI: S. Kulkarni) 

• wavelength: 2200-2800Å

• FOV: 210 deg2

• 2020 or 2021-

Yearly Exposures per Field (3⇡) 19 290
Areal Survey Rate 247 deg2/hr 3760 deg2/hr
Volumetric Survey Rate (M = �19) 2.8⇥ 103 Mpc3/s 3.0⇥ 104 Mpc3/s
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